“With great power comes great responsibility”
— Voltaire

IF I WERE AGAIN BEGINNING MY STUDIES, I WOULD FOLLOW THE ADVICE OF PLATO AND START WITH MATHEMATICS.

GALILEO GALILEI

DO NOT WORRY ABOUT YOUR DIFFICULTIES IN MATHEMATICS. I CAN ASSURE YOU MINE ARE STILL GREATER.

ALBERT EINSTEIN
WHAT ARE MATH/STAT SERVICE COURSES?

- 100 – 200 level
- Courses required for UNM Core
- Additional math/stat requirements for “other” STEM majors. Ex: Engineering requires Linear Algebra - Math 314, but Math majors - Linear Algebra Math 321, therefore Math 314 is a service course.

*Instructors of 300/400 level courses process their own overrides. Students must email the 300/400 level instructor their requests.

When is an override granted for 100/200 level service courses?

- When official scores are not in Banner, but are available for you to see.
- IP courses from other institutions = ex. CNM Summer College Algebra wants Fall Math 180 at UNM. Audit all overrides the week before courses start to check that prereqs have been met.

* All overrides must be tracked in LoboAchieve in the Override Note section. Ex: “Processed Math 162 override. I saw paper/online CNM Summer 2015 schedule where student is registered for Math 123 and Math 150.